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Her last hit at home 
Senior Emily Manser to play last game at BG 
By Jason A. Dixon 
REPORTER 
Emily Manser will face the 
inevitable and discomfort- 
ing reality of playing her final 
home game when the Bowling 
Green volleyball team opens 
the Mid-American Conference 
Tournament against Kent State 
tonight at 7. 
But expect the 5-foot-ll 
senior co-captain to handle 
the difficulty of the situa- 
tion in the same manner she 
has dealt with so many other 
tough times during a four-year 
"roller coaster" ride at BG; by 
displaying a sense of humility 
and resolve. 
To the naked eye, Manser 
may appear to have all a stu- 
dent-athlete could want: A per- 
fect4.0GPAandaspoton ESPN 
The Magazine's Academic All- 
District IV University Division 
Volleyball Team. 
Not to mention the mile- 
stones and awards she has col- 
lected throughout her career 
as a Falcon. 
Though perception can 
sometimes be the furthest 
thing from the truth; and hind- 
sight is something Manser said 
she struggled with after arriv- 
ing at BG as a 17-year old fresh- 
man straight out of Westerville 
North High School. 
"It was a tough transition, 
because 1 had never faced 
any obstacles in high school," 
said Manser, who was the 
only newcomer on the team 
back in 2002. "I don't think 
I was ever challenged with 
anything. I came her and I 
was like, 'Oh no, I'm failing at 
something ... I'm not exceed- 
ing my expectations." 
Ron and Susie Manser, par- 
ents of Emily, said their daugh- 
Check out more sports news. PAGE B 
ter also had trouble with miss- 
ing classes. 
"Her biggest problem was 
being a student-athlete," Susie 
said. "She never missed school 
for anything in high school. So, 
to miss two or three days a 
week, she was like, T can't miss 
class. I won't get A's'." 
"We didn't realize and I 
don't think she did either, how 
demanding and what a perfec- 
tionist she really was," Susie 
continued. "She wanted to be 
perfect on the court and in the 
classroom, and that's just a lot 
of pressure. So, that was very 
stressful for her, more than 
some kids I think." 
Twenty-three year BG coach 
Denise Van De Walle said the 
Westerville, OH„ native was a 
bit nervous coming into the 
program. Manser, 21, still 
started 15 matches and saw 
action in 29, while accounting 
for 115 kills during her first 
season. 
Van De Walle knew the 
potential was there. It was just 
a matter of Manser putting it 
all together. 
"She was athletic ... But 
she wasn't really technically 
trained," she said. "1 think 
she was shy to a degree. Not 
shy with the team, but shy 
on the floor, afraid to make 
mistakes." 
Manser has shown improve- 
ment in each statistical cat- 
egory since 2002. More impor- 
tantly, she has changed her 
demeanor on and off the court, 
according to Ron Manser. 
"She has really grown and 
MANSER, PAGE 2 
Jordan Flower BGNews 
HOME FOR THE LAST TIME: Emily Manser is playing her last home game 
for Bowling Green volleyball tonight at 7 in Anderson Arena. 
New board to help city relations 
USG will create a 
coalition of BGSU 
students, residents 
By Andrea Slivka 
lEPODTEl 
Undergraduate Student 
Government is responding to 
issues between the University 
and the city with a student board 
whose focus will be to make 
communication better between 
students and the community. 
At last night's USG meeting, 
Tom Bethany, Rogers senator, 
proposed an amendment that 
will create a City-Community 
Relations Board to represent stu- 
dents in working with the city. 
. According to the amendment, 
the board "will work on behalf of 
the students to improve relations 
with the city and the community 
of Bowling Green." 
Issues that the board would 
likely deal with include zoning 
laws, bike laws and off-campus 
recycling, according to Aaron 
Shumaker, USG president. 
And another possible issue for 
the board is the dress codes at 
downtown Bowling Green clubs. 
"Dress codes would have 
been a great issue for them to 
deal with a couple of months 
ago," Shumaker said after the 
meeting. 
But if students are still con- 
cerned about the dress codes 
after the creation of the board, 
the board could look further into 
the issue by collecting data on it, 
he said. 
And Shumaker also expects 
that currently unknown issues 
will arise in the near future for 
the board to deal with. 
The new board will have cer- 
tain options in handling current 
USG.PAGE 2 
Teen boyfriend suspect in murders 
llttltc AP Photo 
TEEN C AUGHT: David Ludwig sits in a police vehicle after leading police 
on a high speed pursuit, ending in a crash in Belleville, Ind. 
Teen caught after 
murder of girlfriend's 
parents over curfew 
By Ashley M.Heher 
INE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BELLEVILLE, Ind. — A 
Pennsylvania teenager sus- 
pected of killing his girlfriend's 
parents in an argument over her 
curfew was captured in Indiana 
yesterday with the girl in his car 
after a police chase that ended 
in a crash. The 14-year-old girl 
was not hurt, authorities said. 
David Ludwig, 18, and Kara 
Beth Borden were taken into 
custody around midday after he 
crashed his parents' car head-on 
into a tree in Belleville, some 600 
miles from where the killings 
took place. 
Police were questioning 
Ludwig but had not spoken with 
Kara. Becauseof her age, Indiana 
and Pennsylvania law requires a 
relative, guardian or attorney to 
be present. 
Investigators said it was not 
immediately clear whether the 
girl was abducted or went along 
willingly, but they were operat- 
ing on the assumption she was 
kidnapped. 
"It's completely insane, com- 
pletely insane," Lancaster 
County, Pa., Coroner G. Gary 
BOYFRIEND. PAGE5 
Group wants 
gender-free 
restrooms 
Concerned people 
meet to recommend 
bathroom changes 
By Laura Hoesman 
SENIOR REP0RIE R 
Imagine you have to use the 
bathroom but you're in a build- 
ing that doesn't have a single 
restroom labeled with your gen- 
der. Imagine that you have to 
fear embarrassment or ridicule 
whenever you enter a public 
restroom. 
You have just imagined 
the reality that a small, yet 
increasingly vocal group of 
people on campus 
faces every day. 
A group of 25 
transgendered, 
homosexual, queer 
and other con- 
cerned people met 
yesterday eveningin 
the Union to discuss 
the need for coed or 
gender neutral rest- 
rooms on campus. 
"Nobody wants 
to talk about going 
to the bathroom," 
said loelle Ryan, chair of the 
Transgendcr Awareness Days 
planning committee. "It's so 
stigmatized that even having 
this conversation is an impor- 
tant first step." 
After witching a brief film on 
the issue, the group discussed 
the University's restroom 
options. 
Ryan, an ethnic studies teach- 
er who is transgendered, hopes 
the conversation will be the first 
step toward the addition of gen- 
der-neutral restrooms in every 
building on campus. She said 
while she prefers to use the coed 
restrooms that exist in several 
"There's a 
stigma. It's 
fearful to 
me, and 
it's fearful 
for other 
people." 
I0ELLE RYAN. 
ETHNIC STUDIES 
campus buildings, one is not 
always nearby. So, she uses the 
women's restroom, sometimes 
lacing dirty looks and often 
encountering confusion. 
I here's a stigma," Ryan said. 
"It's fearful for roe, and it's fear- 
ful for other people." 
Several people in the group 
mentioned efforts by individ- 
ual students to request gender 
neutral bathrooms. So far then 
are coed restrooms in several 
University buildings, includ- 
ing University Hall the Eppler 
complex and Jerome Library. 
Hut some of the newest build- 
ings on campus, including the 
Union, do not haw 
coed restrooms. 
Linda Dobb, exec- 
utive vice-president 
of the University 
suggested that gen- 
der-neutral rest- 
rooms   could   be 
added to East Hall, 
the home of the 
English department, 
ethnic studies and 
American culture 
studies. 
If East Hall says 
they want to do it, I 
think it would he a good test 
case." Dobb said. 
Dobb also suggested that 
the restrooms on the first floor 
of the Union beside the main 
stairs could be switched to gen- 
der-neutral. 
Discussion shifted to the 
logistics of adding gender neu- 
tral bathrooms to other build- 
ings on campus. 
It was suggested that mul- 
tiple-story buildings with one 
male and one female restroom 
on each floor could convert one 
BATHROOMS, PAGE 2 
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BUBBLE, BUBBLE: Rod West and Jim Kerm work behind Founders 
yesterday afternoon after a water main break behind McFall 
Center before 4:30 a.m. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST    WE™ 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Cloudy High:45" 
Low: 27" 
FRIDAY 
£*""*■      Showers    High: 44' 
Low: 29- 
SATURDAY 
Showers High: 48' 
Low: 32' 
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FDA accused of bias 
against OTC Plan B 
By Lauran Neetgaard 
IH( ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Federal 
health officials look unusual 
steps in rejecting nonprescrip- 
tion sales of emergency con- 
traception — and some docu- 
ments suggest the decision was 
made even before scientists fin- 
ished reviewing the evidence, 
congressional investigators 
concluded. 
An independent audit made 
public yesterday found the Food 
and Drug Administration's May 
2004 rejection of the politically 
charged morning-after pill 
deviated from 10 years of agen- 
cy practice in switching drugs 
from prescription to over-the- 
counter sales. 
I .ong-suspicious members of 
(longresa immediately declared 
that politics had trumped sci- 
ence, and urged the FDA's boss 
to intervene. 
"We are deeply opposed to 
this subversion of science," 
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., 
and 17 other lawmakers wrote 
Health and Human Services 
Secretary Mike [.eavitt yester- 
day. "It appears that the deci- 
sion ... was preordained from 
the outset." 
Also, the lawmakers asked 
Leavitt to probe whether the 
FDA illegally destroyed docu- 
ments from the office of then- 
Commissioner Mark McClellan, 
now t he govern merit's Medica re 
chief, that might have shed 
more light on the controversial 
decision. 
Leavitt's office didn't return 
phone calls seeking comment. 
But in a statement, the FDA 
stood by its rejection and said 
the independent Government 
Accountability Office "mischar- 
acterizes facts." 
Yesterday's report is the lat- 
est blow to the credibility of an 
agency that by law is supposed 
to base decisions on science, 
not politics or industry pres- 
sure. Top-ranking FDA offi- 
cials have acknowledged they 
overruled their own scientists' 
decision (hat nonprescription 
sales of emergency birth con- 
trol would be safe — and the 
agency's women's health chief 
resigned in protest. 
A high dose of regular birth 
control, the morning-after pill 
lowers the risk of pregnancy by 
up to 89 percent if taken within 
72 hours of unprotected sex. 
time. 
USG works with city 
USG, FROM PAGE 1 
and future issues. 
Bethany, author of the 
amendment, thinks the board 
is set up in a way that will help 
further communication about 
the issues. 
"It really should help create 
dialogue between the students 
land the communityl through 
the three functions," Bethany 
said after the meeting. 
Those functions as described 
in the amendment include 
"data gathering and research," 
"conflict resolution" and "com- 
munity outreach." 
But the main function will be 
community outreach, Bethany 
said. 
He thinks the board will 
help make sure students are 
involved in community service. 
According to the amend- 
ment, part of the outreach 
function of the board will be 
to "work to expand or better 
coordinate service projects in 
the city" and "help coordinate 
efforts of the student commu- 
nity service organizations with 
the community service orient- 
ed organizations in the local 
community." 
Bethany thinks the cre- 
ation of the board is important 
because, through the board, 
dialogue on the issues will 
be initiated and maintained 
by the students and not the 
administration. 
"It'sastudem action," Bethany 
said of the proposed board. 
As part of helping create dia- 
logue between students and 
the community, Shumakeralso 
expects the board to meet with 
city officials to discuss issues. 
According to Matt Seckel, 
Internal Affairs Committee 
chair and co-author of the 
amendment, USG will have 
some say over the actions of 
the board, although the board 
is meant to be "relatively auton- 
omous" and "not exclusive to 
USG." 
Decisions of the board can 
be overturned by a two-thirds 
majority vote by USG, accord- 
ing to the amendment. 
But until the amendment is 
voted on at the USG meeting 
on November 28, senators will 
continue to work out the details 
of the amendment, Shumaker 
said, adding that students are 
welcome on it. 
Shumaker thinks the cre- 
ation of the board will have 
positive effects for the student 
body. 
"It helps students connect 
with the city and the commu- 
nity," he said. 
Senior looks back at volleyball career 
MANSER. FROM PAGE 1 
matured, and you can see it 
in the way she handles herself 
now," he said. "She has also 
become a lot more patient. She 
has one of those driven person- 
alities ... And when someone 
has that type of personality, you 
really can't change them. That's 
just the way they are." 
This season, Manser has been 
one of the anchors — and one of 
two seniors — to help steady a 
team filled with a combined 10 
freshmen and sophomores on 
the 13-player roster. 
She became the fourth stu- 
dent-athlete in school history to 
be named to the First-Team All- 
"She [Emily] has also become a lot more 
patient. She has one of those driven 
personalities... and when someone has that 
type of personality, you really can't change 
them. That's just the way they are." 
RON MANSER. EMILY'S FATHER 
District Academic Team, and 
has been named Mid-American 
Conference Player of the Week. 
What Manser brings to the 
volleyball team, will be hard to 
replace, Van Dc Walle said. 
"You don't replace those 
seniors, you try to do your best 
to move on," she said. "She has 
definitely matured In this pro- 
gram. She has a heart of gold, 
very sweet-spirited and fun to 
lie around." 
By her own admission, it 
hasn't been just the recognition 
and accolades that have made 
the journey worthwhile. 
For Manser, a 
Communications Disorder 
major and self-proclaimed per- 
fectionist, the reasoning goes a 
little deeper. 
"Up to this point in my life, I 
am so grateful for everything," 
she said. "I have the best fam- 
ily in the world, the best team- 
mates in the world and I love 
what I'm doing right now. |God| 
has been good to me. 
"The most important life 
lesson I could learn from this 
whole experience is that you're 
going to fall sometimes, but you 
need to pick yourself up because 
there is noothcr option," Manser 
continued. "I've learned how 
to work well with other people, 
how to listen to authority and 
how to be my own person and 
be independent." 
JemiBoelMl BGNews 
LET'S TALK: Joelle Ryan, chair of the transgender awareness day 
planning committee, heads the "Restroom Revolution" discussion. 
Bathroom changes 
could assist LGBT 
BATHROOMS, FROM PAGE 1 
bathroom per floor to gender 
neutral. 
Another idea was that all 
on-campus restrooms could 
be converted to gender neutral, 
but this met with opposition 
from people fearful of violence 
or sexual harassment that coed 
restrooms could cause. 
"There's this fundamental fear 
of mixed-gender restrooms," 
Dobb said. "I think there is an 
expectation of pri- 
vacy in bathrooms." 
Emily Garros, a 
freshman at Owens 
Community College 
who is transferring 
to the University, 
said she would be 
fearful of gender 
neutral restrooms 
with males and 
females showering 
in the same room, 
but coed restrooms 
withonlytoiletsand 
sinks would not bother her. 
'They're all open anyway," 
Garros said. "A guy could just 
walk into a women's restroom." 
Ryan said that gender neutral 
restrooms would not be only for 
transgendered people, explain- 
ing that parents with children 
of the opposite sex could use 
the restrooms. Gender-neutral 
restrooms would also help peo- 
ple with elderiy parents of the 
opposite sex who need help in 
the restroom, she said. 
"Many of 
the barriers 
seem to be 
cropping 
up due 
to lack of 
awareness.' 
JEREMY ANDERSEN, 
SENIOR 
Carros said the different 
groups that support gender 
neutral restrooms should band 
together. 
"Weare the mouth of the revo- 
lution," Carros said. "1 would 
really like to see a group of peo- 
ple who really want something 
to happen to get together. What 
we did tonight was a good step." 
According to Ryan. VISION 
and the Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual, 
Transgender Task Force already 
promote gender neutral rest- 
rooms. She said that 
the groups plan to 
print a "relief map" 
for transgendered 
students that would 
show the buildings 
that currently have 
coed restrooms. 
Senior Jeremy 
Andersen said the 
groups need tofocus 
more on educating 
the University and 
the public about 
transgendered 
people and gender neutral rest- 
rooms. This way, he says people 
will be more likely to accept the 
gender neutral restrooms over 
time. 
"Many of the barriers seem 
to IK' cropping up due to lack of 
awareness," he said. 
The discussion gave Ryan 
hope that a collective, focused 
effort for the restrooms may be 
forming, "I'm very optimistic 
that there is a groundswell of 
support present," she said. 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
MORE OHIO SCHOOLS USE WEB AS RESOURCE 
CLEVELAND (AP) — A growing number of schools 
are using Web-based services to post grades, list 
assignments and communicate with parents. Many 
Ohio schools have just started online service. The 
state ranks 39th in computer ownership and 35th in 
Internet access, according to a 2003 Census report. 
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8 a.m. 
Art Gallery: "Sculpture Club" 
Union Galleries 
8 a.m. 
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales 
CMAI Office & Union Info Desk 
8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Outreach for Arts & Sciences, 
sponsored by the Career Center 
Union Lobby 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Wood County Corps Information 
Days 
South Hall 204 
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Jehovah's Witnesses Info Table 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -3 p.m. 
Art Sale, the Chinese Club will be 
selling art as a fundraiser 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -3 p.m. 
Lights before Christmas Ticket 
Sales, sponsored by Dance 
Marathon 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Madrigal Feast Ticket Sales, 
sponsored by the Collegiate 
Chorale 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. 
26th Annual New Music & Art 
Festival 
DMA (Do Not Assume) 
Since the completion of the 
first deciphering of the human 
genome the molecular design ot 
human beings and its assurance 
that an individual's most basic 
essence can be identified and 
manipulated, a tumult of contro- 
versy has ensued. 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
LDSSA Info. Table, sponsored by 
the Latter-Day Saints Student 
Assoc. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Promo Shirts 
Sale 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Mr. Blu Magic Ticket Sales, spon- 
sored by Zeta Phi Beta 
Union Lobby 
12:30-1:30 p.m. 
Seminar: Are You Economically 
Correct? 
Brown bag lunch seminar spon- 
sored by the Administrative 
Staff Council Professional 
Development Committee: "Are You 
Economically Correct? Preventing 
Injuries at Work." 
The speaker will be Jeanne 
Matthews, an occupational thera- 
pist, from Wood County Hospital. 
Union 207 
RUN, 
CATCH, 
CARRY 
LONG REACH: Amber Taylor, 
a sophomore majoring in 
accounting and finance, reaches 
for a Frisbee in one of the the 
intramural fields. Weather 
forecasts are calling for snow 
by Wednesday, so many students 
are taking advantage of the 
beautiful fall weather before 
it vanishes. 
IncSteele B INm 
THE BLOTTER 
Friday. Nov. 11: 
An officer advised at 
12:39 a.m. that a door was 
damaged on the third floor 
stairwell ot Ashley Hall. 
Haudi Sohrabi of North 
Olmsted. Ohio was cited for 
underage-under the influ- 
ence and disorderly conduct 
in Founders Hall at 2:59 
a.m. 
Complainant reported 
at 5:09 a.m. that unknown 
subjects broke a water line 
in the second floor men's 
restroom of Rodgers Hall.      I 
At 5:45 am., complain- '. 
ant advised that two traffic 
cones were on fire outside i 
of Alumni Center. Officers | 
extinguished the fire. 
Complainant reported at ; 
431 p.m. that items were ; 
stolen from her purse in 
Williams Hall. 
Divia Nelson of Sheffield : 
Village. Ohio was cited for '. 
expired   registration   tags 
at 6:17 p m  in Center Frat 
Row 
An ill female was trans- 
ported from Batchelder Hall 
to Wood County Hospital by 
BGFD at 8:17 p.m. 
Saturday. Nov. 12: 
At 1:47 p.m.. an ill female 
was transported Irom the 
Physical Science building 
to Wood County Hospital by 
BGFD 
An ill female was trans- 
ported to Wood County 
Hospital from McDonald 
East at 822 p.m. 
Justin Lance and Justin 
Moser of Wadsworth. Ohio 
were cited for underage- 
under the influence and 
underage possession in Lot 
7 at 11:22 p.m. 
Complainant reported at 
11:44 p.m that her wallet 
was stolen from the Union. 
Sunday. Nov. 13: 
An R A requested an offi- 
cer at 425 pm for a pos- 
sible assault that occurred 
in Olfenhauer East 
Is  ihis  \jour  -firsi  -time.... 
Seeins  tfc   HO  Ywr-OU  Vir9in? 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theatre 
Room 206 
All shows are at 9:30pm and 
additional 6:30pm showing on 
Friday Nov. 18 
Tuesday, Mov 15 
Friday, Nov. 18 
Sunday, Nov. 20 
■IMMMM 
See it now! 
ii^Activitie^rga  » Presented by Univers ty Ac ities Organization • 
MKHHHl ■■ Students who transfer back to 
Sinclair v 
"Sinclair is like Sinclair Community College 
\ coming home" 
l \    ^- Tuition rates too high? Cost of 
rt *'*m living more than expected? 
■*■»» 
Mom and Dad running out of 
extra cash? Need a quick fix? 
Come to Sinclair, our programs are 
among the best in the country 
and our rates are among the 
lowest! 
Call TodayI 
1-877-884-0118 
Please identify yourself as a BGSU student when calling. 
UNIVERSITY 
bookstore! 
(»THE B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION 
•aduatkm 
FAIR 
Everything you 
need to graduate... 
all in one place! 
BGSU 
Wednesday, 
November 16 
10am -7pm 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Multi-Purpose Room, 2nd floor 
> Purchase your cap and gown at the 
graduation fair 
> Order personalized graduation announcements 
and have them printed on site 
> Order class rings 
Purchase diploma frames 
> Order your Key yearbook 
> Purchase graduation keepsakes and frames 
> Purchase alumni apparel and imprinted gifts 
> Pick up graduation tickets 
Other organizations and services 
represented at the Grad Fair 
And much more... 
Drawing for raffle prizes 
Special package discounts 
BOWLING    GREEN    STATE    UNIVERSITY 
332 SOUTH MAIN ST. (ouromyomo 
(419) 352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES, INC, 
STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR 
2006-2007 HOUSING BROCHURE 
•over 400 apts.. houses & condos 
•pels allowed in some locations 
•no parental guarantees needed 
• no application fee charged 
•on-line applications 
>—SEE YOU AT THE HOUSING FAIR NOVEMBER 30™ IN THE GRAND BALLROOM!—< 
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QIIOTKI \(t)i on: 
"Fine. You want to be your own country? 
Go right ahead. And ifal Qaeda comes in 
here and blows you up, we're not going to 
do anything about it." 
Bill O'Reilly on the city of San Francisco 
(sin Hnnow Outnidr) 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
Ready for a newkind of restroom 
It has been more than a year 
since the University's Task 
Force on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
and Transgcnder Student 
Concerns recommended the 
installation of at least one gen- 
der-neutral bathroom in every 
building on campus. 
The bathrooms, which accom- 
modate both males and females, 
have been installed in several 
buildings across campus, includ- 
ing the Kreischer, Harshman, and 
Rogers residence halls. 
The   bathrooms  that   have 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think campus is ready to 
accommodate gender-neutral 
restrooms? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our Web site. 
been installed accommodate 
one person and have a lock on 
their doors. However, it is not the 
number of occupants that we are 
concerned with, it is the number 
of GNBs themselves. 
While we applaud the 
University's efforts to this point, 
we would like to see progress 
move along more quickly. After 
all, in some instances the bath- 
rooms benefit all of us. 
For instance, • there are sets 
of single-occupancy male and 
female batlirooms located on the 
first floor of McDonald Hall that 
have locks. 
If these were turned into GNBs, 
they could serve students quicker 
because two females arriving at 
the same time could use either 
restroom. With the current setup, 
one of them would have to wait. 
The purpose of a GNB is to 
more comfortably and safely 
accommodate those of all orien- 
tations. The purpose of a public 
restroom is to provide a facil- 
ity that someone can use quickly 
and privately. The restrooms in 
the McDonald Hall currently fail 
on both fronts. 
They also better accommodate 
parents taking their children to 
the restroom. The GNB in Icrome 
Ijbrary, for example, has a baby 
changing station. 
GNBs also feel more private, 
and many students leaving in the 
halls prefer them to the bath- 
rooms on their floor. 
We do not, however, wish to 
see multiple occupancy GNBs 
that both males and females 
could utilize at the same time, 
as some advocates have sug- 
gested. We just aren't ready for 
such extreme GNBs. 
Also, while we are encouraging 
the University to move quickly 
on this, it is not appropriate to 
spend an excessive amount of 
money. Other University pro- 
grams come first. 
We are in favor of seeing a lock 
and plaque change on the bath- 
rooms located near the first floor 
grand staircase in the Union. 
There is no need to remove stalls 
or urinals, though. 
Plans for new construc- 
tion, however, such as the Sebo 
Athletic Center, should have 
GNBs included in them. A failure 
to do this would be a big mistake. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR  PEOPLE Attitudesonofl 
Women face 
wide variety 
of situations 
In yesterday's BG News, I 
was amazed at the defen- 
sive tone of Renee Daley's 
letter to the editor. 
I don't believe anyone thinks 
that abortion is necessarily a 
pleasant thing (can you imagine 
someone gleefully laughing dur- 
ing the procedure? I didn't think 
so) and I don't believe that any- 
one stated that it was either. 
So why was this point even 
brought up? 
Being pro-choice I find myself 
mildly offended of the assump- 
tion that pro-lifers are the only 
ones with the decision thrown 
back in their faces. 
While I may be pro-choice 1 
have no plans to hare an abor- 
tion. Should this mean 1 should 
be forced to look at pictures of 
aborted fetuses? Or be yelled 
and screamed at when I state my 
position on the issue? 
No, and with all honesty, that's 
not going to bring me over to the 
pro-life side. 
There are choices, yes. 
But what about those married 
couples where birth control fails? 
What about those girls who 
are raped at wry young ages? 
Not everyone has the same 
Situation, But this seems to be 
exactly what is assumed. 
Daley is right; there are many 
choices out there. 
But my definition of choice 
seems to be radically different 
than hers. 
ELIZABETH ABBOTT 
STUDENT 
Vote or die? Ill accept the latter 
NICOLAI 
BROWN 
U-V/mColmma 
/<nni Slate Daily 
/mill Stale Unhvrsity 
I'm so tired of voting. Over 
and over again, people tell 
me that if I don't vote, I am 
"apathetic" 
They say if I don't vote, I lose 
my human right to speak my 
mind. They accuse me of being 
"the problem." 
The folly of voting was right 
on display for everyone to see in 
the presidential election a year 
ago. That contest featured two 
opponents with more or less the 
same platform. 
They shared the same position 
on the two most contentious 
issues — the war in Iraq, and die 
misnamed "Patriot Act." 
What did voters expect to 
come from the 
election? 
Even if the 
Democrats had 
been a genuine 
alternative, the 
value of a single 
vote is insignifi- 
cant. The margin 
ofvotesherein 
little-old Iowa was 
13,498. 
Imagine if one 
person — you 
— had stayed 
home from the 
polls. The vote margin then 
would have been off by one if 
you voted for an establishment 
party. How much "change" does 
one vote produce? 
I'm picturing two workers at 
an imaginary "vote factory" that 
processes votes. A vote comes 
"How is 
refusing 
to help 
maintain a 
in, and a worker remarks, "looks 
like we got another vote! Throw 
it on the pile with the others" 
Behind the worker is an enor- 
mous mass of votes, stretching 
as far as the eye can see. Some 
support the war in Iraq and 
Patriot Act," and others support 
the war in Iraq and "Patriot Act." 
This huge mass of votes, with 
each one anonymously sup- 
porting the same basic policies, 
is a product of Herculean pro- 
portion. 
Before the vote, people from 
both parties went door to 
door, wrote letters to the editor, 
passively absorbed the party 
line from their superiors and 
engaged in illegal activities in the 
quest for power. 
This was done by millions and 
millions of people for several 
years. All of that energy concen- 
trated into one shot would turn a 
nuclear blast into a passing sigh. 
How is refusing to help main- 
tain a rigged system, through not 
participating in it, a problem? 
For the record, I 
must admit one of 
my own shortcom- 
ings. Last year, 1 had 
bought into the 
electoral system, the 
voting question, the 
rigged system,  wnole iff-,.1 g0' t into it. I believed the 
through not 
participating 
in it, a 
problem?" 
Democratic Party's 
manipulation of the 
facts, the posturing, 
the promises. 
Then "Anybody But 
Bush" — er, I mean 
Kerry—lost, and I 
asked why. I took a more critical 
look at the "lesser of two evils" 
— Democrats. 
The Democratic Party's sup- 
port for war, and policies that 
harm civil liberties, is nothing 
new. 
The first Democratic presi- 
dent actually conducted geno- 
cide against the indigenous 
population. How's that for 
human rights? 
In Wtorld War II, Democrats 
rounded up lapanese-Americans 
and held them without bail or 
trial for years, simply for resem- 
bling "the enemy." How's that for 
anti-racism? 
They were there for )im Crow 
laws, too — remember Alabama 
Governor George Wallace "pro- 
tecting" white students from 
integration? 
What about all the coerced 
military service supported by 
the Democratic Party—WWI, 
WWII, Korea, Vietnam? What 
kind of liberty involves coerced 
military service? 
During Clinton's presidency, 
the Democrats were again 
elephants wearing donkey cos- 
tumes. 
They passed gems such as the 
Communications Decency Act 
of 1996 (Internet censorship), 
the Anti-Terrorism and Effective 
Death Penalty Act of 1996, 
immigration "reform," welfare 
"reform," CALEA wiretapping 
and many others. 
Clinton and his thug lanet 
Reno oversaw a mass imprison- 
ment campaign, giving the "land 
of the free" the highest imprison- 
ment rate in the world. 
When a group of religious 
wackos in Waco, Texas wouldn't 
submit to Clinton, he flipped 
out and sent in tanks They burst 
through the building structure, 
and in the carnage, the leader's 
young daughter was crushed 
by falling concrete. 1 ler head 
was bent so far back it almost 
touched her feet. 
So forgive me for withdrawing 
support for the "lesser of two 
evils." There's no one to vote 
for, and even if there were, it 
wouldn't make a difference. 
0NTHE STREET 
Would you use a 
gender-neutral 
bathroom? 
JL 
SASHAJONES 
FRESHMAN, SPANISH 
EDUCATION 
"Yes. There's still 
stalls. You wouldn't be 
watching each other 
go to the bathroom." 
KAYTIE MILLER 
FRESHMAN, EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
"Yes. It's not a big , 
deal. I share the 
bathroom with my 
brothers all the time." 
JAKE DAVIS 
SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL 
SCIENCE 
"No. I don't want 
females to be smelling 
my stink." 
JUSTIN OHM 
SOPHOMORE, NURSING 
"No. I'd feel 
uncomfortable taking 
care of'daily business' 
with the opposite sex 
present." 
due for a change 
MACEO 
CARRILLO 
MARTINET 
U-WiieCohmmist 
Daily Lobo 
Unhvrsity of New Mexico 
Why should we be sur- 
prised to learn about 
the oil shortage that is 
starting to hit this generation? 
If we combine our over-con- 
sumptive lifestyles with the fact 
that we have cut down entire 
landscapes of forests to suit 
our needs and wants, then why 
can't we also achieve in deplet- 
ing oil? 
Don't we use our waterways 
to carry away our trash, causing 
people downstream to get sick 
and the fish to disappear or act 
abnormal? 
What makes us think we 
would treat the oil supply any 
differently? Running out of oil 
is just another example of how 
our lifestyles are catching up 
to us. 
The shortage of cheap oil is a 
sign we are running out of oil 
supplies. 
It is also a sign the boards 
of directors of oil companies 
will continue to get filthy rich. 
While people are struggling 
to pay more for gas, oil com- 
panies are posting the highest 
profits ever reported by any 
industry in history. 
The fact that we are running 
out of oil is not just rhetoric 
coming from environmen- 
tally-conscious people — it is 
coming from the oil executives 
themselves. 
Consider this statement by 
Chevron's chairman in an 
advertisement that ran back in 
July: "One thing is clear: the era 
of easy oil is over." 
Many of the world's oil and 
gas fields are maturing. And 
new energy discoveries are 
mainly occurring in places 
where resources are difficult to 
extract — physically, technical- 
ly, economically and politically." 
Another company line is that 
we have enough oil to meet the 
current level of consumption for 
at least another 40 years. 
But this line does not take 
into account the fact that our 
rate of global consumption is on 
the rise. 
In the last 10 years, especially 
with the industrial growth in 
China, the world consumption 
rate has increased 20 percent 
and is expected to increase in 
the coming decades. 
Companies are starting to 
admit they are discovering less 
oil these days, and that the oil 
reserves we have are starting to 
run out. 
The energy consultant firm 
Wood Mackenzie conducted a 
report in which they found that 
only a quarter of the 28 leading 
oil companies active in inter- 
national exploration — repre- 
senting more than 30 percent 
of total world oil supply—have 
fully replaced their production 
through field discoveries. 
According to Royal Dutch 
Shell company figures, for every 
four barrels of oil sold the com- 
pany has found less than one 
barrel to replace it. 
Oil fields in Saudi Arabia 
need to be injected with several 
million barrels of sea water 
every day just to maintain the 
underground pressure needed 
to keep the oil flowing. 
Some companiesare talk- 
ing about extracting oil from 
unconventional sources such as 
oil sand, oil shale deposits and 
deep sea reserves, all of which 
are much more expensive and 
environmentally degrading 
than the extraction system we 
are dependent on. 
We pride ourselves on living 
in a society that encourages us 
to consume as much as we want 
— or as much as our pocket 
books can take. 
Combine this sense of pride 
with the attitude that we are the 
best country on earth, and what 
you get is a great recipe for envi- 
ronmental destruction. 
Something must be terribly 
wrong with a society that can 
deplete the resources on which 
it depends. 
Societies like these might 
bring you lots of comforts and 
gadgets that will keep you 
entertained today, but this way 
of life will not sustain us for 
tomorrow. 
As Mahatma Gandhi once 
said, this world contains 
enough to satisfy our needs but 
not to satisfy our greed. 
Our culture, which is based 
on consumption and greed 
rather than reciprocity and 
respect, cannot make this a bet- 
ter place for our children. 
Deforestation, over-fishing, 
over-hunting and the immi- 
nent loss of oil are some of the 
legacies we are passing down 
to our children. 
I hope this generation will 
hare the courage to see and 
speak to this truth. I hope this 
generation will generate a new 
sense of pride, attitude and ulti- 
mately a new form of energy. 
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Accused wants toupee 
Suspect in campus shooting to groom for jury 
By MR. Kropko 
IH[ ASSOCUIED PRESS 
CLEVELAND — A man 
accused of going on a shoot- 
ing rampage al Case Western 
Reserve University 2 1/2 years 
ago is allowed to use a toupee 
to relieve concerns about his 
appearance and jail guards 
must let him shave and get a 
haircut, a trial judge said. 
In a motions hearing before 
jury selection began yesterday, a 
lawyer for defendant Biswanath 
Haider asked the judge to order 
jail officials to make sure he is 
well groomed and sought per- 
mission to get the balding, 65- 
year-old man a hair piece. 
Attorney lohn Luskin said 
Haider has complained that 
he is not comfortable appear- 
ing before a jury without a hair 
piece that was among items 
seized as evidence after he was 
arrested following a seven-hour 
siege May 9,2003. 
Judge Peggy Foley Jones ruled 
he could not have it back 
but allowed Luskin 
to find out whether a 
toupee that fits him 
can be obtained. She 
also ordered that jail 
officials make sure he 
can receive a shave 
and haircut before he 
appears before a jury. 
Haider  is  charged 
with 338 felony counts, 
including aggravated murder 
and  terrorism.  If convicted, 
Haider could be sentenced to 
the death penalty. 
n 
BISWANATH 
HALDER 
Norman Wallace, 30, a stu- 
dent from Youngstown, was 
shot dead shortly after Haider 
allegedly entered the winding 
hallways of the modern and 
artistic Peter B. Lewis Building 
of the university's 
Weatherhead School of 
Management. Haider 
apparently did not 
know Wallace. 
A faculty mem- 
ber and another stu- 
dent were wounded. 
Witnesses saw a gun- 
man dressed in body 
armor, a wig, an army 
helmet and carrying 
two semiautomatic weapons 
and ammunition while shoot- 
ing randomly. Evidence in the 
trial includes a security video. 
A group of Cleveland police 
officers arrested Haider on the 
building's top floor. He was hos- 
pitalized briefly with gunshot 
wounds and remains in jail. 
The jury will be selected from 
a pool of at least 60 potential 
jurors. They had to fill out an 
extensive questionnaire, which 
was not publicly released. 
Assistant County Prosecutor 
Rick Bell said Haider attacked 
the business school because 
he believed a computer lab 
employee had hacked into his 
Web site. Haider, who gradu- 
ated from Case in 1999 with 
a master's degree in business 
administration, has repeatedly 
said information he considered 
vital to his own life's work was 
destroyed. 
Murder suspect 
caught after chase 
BOYFRIEND. FROM PAGE 1 
Kirchner said. "This isn't a 
Romeo-and-luliet deal. This is 
far worse than that." 
Authorities said Ludwigshot 
Kara's parents, Michael F. and 
Cathryn Lee Borden, early 
Sunday after they and their 
daughter argued about her 
curfew when she came home 
late. The shootings happened 
at the family's home near 
Lititz, Pa., about 60 miles west 
of Philadelphia. 
An alert for the girl was 
issued across the Bast and 
police in Pennsylvania and 
Indiana investigated reported 
sightings of the pair as they 
made their way west in a red 
Volkswagen letta. They were 
stopped in Belleville, about 20 
miles west of Indianapolis. 
State police spokesman 1st 
Sgt. Dave Bursten said authori- 
ties received a report yesterday 
morning of a vehicle matching 
that description at a truck stop 
near Fort Wayne. Troopers 
went to the area, but the car 
was gone. 
Information about the car 
was broadcast to police state- 
wide, Bursten said, and troop- 
ers spotted it around midday 
in Belleville. 
I.udwig led them on ■ Bve- 
mile chase at speeds of 90 to 
95 mph. 
Trooper David Cox said 
I.udwig was "very reckless, 
very dangerous at that point," 
meeting vehicles head-on and 
running them into a ditch 
before he hit the tree. 
After officers pulled I.udwig 
from the car, Borden got out 
and was frantic, screaming 
and crying, Cox said. 
No weapons were found in 
the car. Police did not know 
why the pair were in Indiana. 
DECEMBER GRADUATES 
Senior Portrait 
SESSION N0V17 
9:00 - 4:30 Black Swamp Pub 
Schedule your portrait at 
the Wednesday Graduation Fair 
Or call 372-8096 
Walk-ins will also be accepted! 
O 
s* 
ST** E«£SgPNH 
BY  GETTING YOUR  PORTRAIT TAKEN  YOU  WILL   BE   REGISTERED TO  WIN  A  NEW  I-P0D  SHUFFLE!!! 
MS&&L 
RECORDS • TAPES 
COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S 
SINCE 1971 
SINCE 1971 
NORTHWEST OHIO'S 
OLDEST & LARGEST 
INDEPENDENT 
MUSIC STORE 
SINCE 1971 
faP^IflOlMIiE. 
THE LATEST CD FROM THE 
*     12   AMAZING   SONGS   FEATURING 
THE SUBWAYS' "ROCK A ROLL QUEEN" »s PERFORMED ON THE oc 
PU.UO.UW* m«x>PROM PHANTOM PLANET, YOUTH GROUP'S "FOREVER YOUNG" 
KASABIANANCLCO SOUNDSYSTEM 
f— IN STORES 11.08 __,   
fBk MUSlCFROMTHEOC.COM flf   .,„".••,;. FOX 
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ORDER 
NY TITL 
l$OOFF Any jnstock item 
I 2 Item Limit        <^P®$$ I 
EXP 11/25/05 
I N h < i 
MAIN ST 419-352-7677 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
MON-THURS 
9AM TO 10PM 
FRI & SAT 
9AM TO MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAY 
11AM TO 7PM 
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY 
403 S  MAIN STN 
YOU could 
WIN 1 of 
9 9 
Fill out the 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
Survey 
& enter to win 
1 of these prizes! 
Just pick up a 
Survey at the 
University Bookstore 
entrance! 
Or fill it out online! 
Please visit the 
University Bookstore 
website: 
httD://bookstore.bqsu.edu 
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EARTHQUAKE SHAKES NORTHERN JAPAN 
TOKYO (AP) — A strong earthquake shook northern 
Japan early today, triggering a small tsunami that 
struck coastal towns about 200 miles from the 
epicenter. There were no immediate reports of 
damage. Experts recorded a preliminary magnitude 
of 6.9 for the quake. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Nominee states his views 
Samuel Alito shows how he feels about issues 
By Jesse). Holland 
IHE ASS0CIATE0 PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Supreme 
Court nominee Samuel Alito 
boasted about his work arguing 
that "the Constitution does not 
protect a right to an abortion* 
while trying to become a deputy 
assistant attorney general in the 
Reagan administration, accord- 
ing to documents released yes- 
terday 
Alito, a federal appellate judge 
nominated by President Hush 
to the nation's highest court, 
was a young lawyer working 
for the solicitor general's office 
in 1985 when he applied for 
the position under Attorney 
General Edwin Meese. 
As part of his application. 
Alito sent a document saying 
his work in the solicitor gener- 
al's office had included helping 
"to advance legal positions in 
which 1 personally believe very 
strongly." 
"I am particularly proud of 
my contributions in recent 
cases in which the government 
argued that racial and ethnic 
quotas should not be allowed 
and that the Constitution does 
not protect a right to an abor- 
tion," he wrote. 
That sentence provides one 
of the first clear-cut statements 
attributed to Alito about abor- 
tion, which will be one of the 
main topics of his lanuary con- 
firmation hearing as retiring 
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's 
replacement. 
"I think that it is more rea- 
son to question him closely at 
the hearing," said Sen. Arlen 
Specter, R-Pa., who will run 
Alito's Jan. 9 hearings as chair- 
man of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee 
Specter, an abortion rights 
moderate, said a lot of people 
have shifted their views about 
abortion over the years and 
that he has found Alito to have 
"a very heavy commitment 
to legal interpretation which 
might differ from his own per- 
sonal views." 
Bush picked Alito after White 
House counsel Harriet Miers 
withdrew her Supreme Court 
nomination when confronted 
by withering criticism by some 
conservatives. 
"This may explain why the 
right wing expressed such 
enthusiastic support for Judge 
Alito after campaigning against 
I larriel Miers," said Sen. Edward 
Kennedy, D-Mass., one of sever- 
al senators who will meet with 
Alito privately today. "When he 
comes before the Senate, Judge 
Alito faces a heavy burden of 
demonstrating that he no lon- 
ger holds these extremely trou- 
bling views and would bring an 
open mind and a real commit- 
ment to fundamental rights and 
freedoms." 
O'Connor has been a cru- 
DennisCook APPtwto 
BEING HONEST: Supreme Court Nominee Samuel Alito smiles during 
a meeting with Sen. Joseph Lieberman on Capitol Hill. 
cial swing vote on abortion 
on the Supreme Court, and 
Alito's opponents fear that he 
and recently confirmed Chief 
Justice John Roberts would 
swing the Supreme Court to the 
right and lead to the overturn- 
ing of the 1973 landmark Roe 
v. Wade decision establishing 
abortion rights. 
Alito, 55, has told senators in 
his two weeks of private meet- 
ings that he has "great respect" 
for Hoe v. Wade as a precedent, 
but he did not commit to 
upholding it. 
Alito "joins a long list of jurists 
who have written that Roe was 
wrongly decided, including 
Ruth Mailer Ginsburg before she 
was confirmed to the court," 
said Sen. John Cornyn. R-Tcxas, 
a member of the Judiciary 
Committee. "The question is 
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Saddam's lawyers 
demand relocation 
Attorneys withdraw, 
fear for their Lives if 
trial remains in Iraq 
By Anthony Deutsch 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands 
— Saddam Hussein's lawyers 
face major challenges from the 
United States and Iraq from 
their demand to move his trial 
to another country after two of 
their colleagues were killed. 
Saddam's attorneys have 
argued all along that the only 
fair trial would be one held in 
a special international 
court outside Iraq. Now 
about 1,100 lawyers 
have withdrawn from 
his defense team, citing 
inadequate protection 
for themselves and their 
families. 
The boycott threatens 
to paralyze the trial and 
undermine its legiti- 
macy, dealing a blow to 
the Bush administration and the 
government in Baghdad, which 
have insisted Saddam face jus- 
tice in his homeland before his 
own people. 
"There is no way you can have 
a trial in a country where there is 
absolutely no authority. That is 
the situation in Baghdad today," 
Abdel-Haq Alani, a London 
based lawyer who is a leading 
member of the defense team, 
told The Associated Press by 
phone. 
SADDAM 
HUSSEIN 
In their statement Sunday, 
the lawyers didnt say whether 
Saddam's chief Iraqi attorney, 
Khalil al-Dulaimi, was among 
those who withdrew. But they 
said other members of the 
team will continue their duties 
in Baghdad under "dangerous 
circumstances." Al-Dulaimi has 
suggested that defense lawyers 
would not show up for the next 
session of the special tribunal, 
set for later this month. 
Raid Juhi, one of the judges, 
said the withdrawals "will not 
affect the work of the court," add- 
ing that the Iraqi High Tribunal 
would appoint a new 
team if defense lawyers 
fail to appear. But he 
conceded that chang- 
ing lawyers could result 
in delays because the 
new team would pre- 
sumably need time to 
prepare its case. 
Alani warned that 
Saddam would reject a 
court-appointed law- 
yer, in which case he said the 
trial would degenerate into a 
"total farce." 
"The trial would proceed in 
the absence of the defendant 
because the defendant would 
refuse to cooperate. They might 
as well sentence them without a 
trial," he said. 
Saddam and seven codefen- 
dants are on trial for the 1982 
deaths of 148 Shiite Muslims. 
TRIAL, PAGE 7 
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GREENBRIAR, INC. 
419-352-0717 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Largest Selection of Two Bedroom Apartments 
Close to Campus 
2 Large Bedrooms • 2 Full Baths • Completely Furnished 
Many New Features, including: 
• Ceramic Tile Floors 
• Newer Ktichens 
• Newer Carpet 
• New Windows 
Starting at $295.00 per person (2 person rate) 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
NOW LEASING fOR MAY 
Visit Us* 
the New 
Office Located 
On-Site 
D 
LISTINGS AVAILABLE 
FOR 2006-2007 
SCHOOL YEAR 
Large Selection of Houses and 
Apartments with Great Locations. 
We have Efficiencies 
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms. 
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses 
Pickup a list of available houses and 
apartments at the rental office. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
«,  Listings available for Spring Semester 2006   « 
Everything is reasonably priced and 
we are even open on Saturday. 
Hours: 
M-F 8:30- 5:30 
Sat 8:30- 4:30 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
k 
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Nominee clear 
on his opinion 
of abortion 
AUTO. FROM PAGE 6 
whether he will put his personal 
views aside as any judge should 
and base his rulings on what 
the Constitution says. His long 
track record as a federal appeals 
court judge shows that he has 
indeed put his personal views on 
abortion aside, and 1 have every 
confidence he will continue to 
do so." 
The document was included 
in more than 100 pages of mate- 
rial about Alito released by the 
Ronald Reagan Presidential 
Library and the George H.W. 
Bush Presidential library yes- 
terday. 
Some abortion rights groups 
already have come out against 
Alito because of his work as a 
federal appellate judge, includ- 
ing a dissent on an appeals court 
decision striking down a law 
requiring women seeking abor- 
tions to notify their spouses. 
But White House spokesman 
Steven Schmidt said Alito's 15 
years as a judge on the 3rd U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals shows 
"a clear pattern of modesty, 
respect for precedent and judi- 
cial restraint." 
When he wrote this docu- 
ment, he was working as an 
assistant to the solicitor general, 
where he stayed from 1981 to 
1987. Although he sought the 
job of deputy assistant attorney 
general in 1985, he did not win 
that job until 1987. 
In the document, Alito 
declared himself a "lifelong 
registered" Republican and a 
Federalist Society member, and 
said he had donated money 
to the National Republican 
Congressional Committee, the 
National Conservative Political 
Action Committee and several 
GOP candidates. 
"I am and always have been 
a conservative and an adherent 
to the same philosophical views 
that I believe are central to this 
administration," Alito said. 
Alito also wrote that he 
believed "very strongly in limit- 
ed government, federalism, free 
enterprise, the supremacy of the 
elected branches of government, 
the need for a strong defense 
and effective law enforcement 
and the legitimacy of a govern- 
ment role in protecting tradi- 
tional values." 
The 1985 document on abor- 
tion was first reported by The 
Washington Times in yesterday 
editions. 
The Sisters of 
\Atf>kCki0«efa 
would like to 
congratulate 
on her 
lavaliering to 
Ethics of cloning project under fire 
Researcher accused 
of using eggs from 
one of his employees 
By Paul Etas 
IHt ASS0CIAICD r-BESS 
SAN FRANCISCO — The work 
of the world's foremost human 
cloning researcher, Hwang 
Woo-suk, has been thrown 
under an ethical cloud, jeop- 
ardizing the bold international 
cloning project that he and sev- 
eral prominent U.S. researchers 
announced just last month. 
The World Stem Cell Hub 
foundation had announced 
plans to open cloning centers 
in San Francisco and London. 
But U.S. support for the effort 
is now waning after Hwang was 
accused of obtaining egg dona- 
tions from a subordinate and 
misleading a U.S. collaborator 
about it. 
The scientific dustup is 
also renewing debate over the 
thorny issue of how scientist 
plan to collect women's eggs 
vital to their controversial work. 
Management Inc. 
Now Renting for 
Call 353-5800 
Visit On Line 
www.meccabg.com 
ECCA 
Hillsdale Apes. 
1082 Fairview Avc 
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. / 3 KlrmTwnh 
Dishwasher/Garbage I lisposil 
Air Condition/Washer/Dryers 
in 2/3 bdrm. Carports/ BGSU 
Bus Shuttle 
:o 
403/405 §■ Church 
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh 
1 hath/ close CO downtown 
1ECCA 
1151:. i\«- 
Eff. lbdrm/ 2 bdrms 
Starting at 255/mo 
Laundry on site 
15 minute walk to campus 
BOSU Bus Route 
115CCA 
Trey Aubrey 
842/846 Seventh St. 
Two story duplexes 
3 bdrm/ 2 baths dishwasher/ 
garbage disposal Air condition/ 
Laundry' on site 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. 
or check website 
www.meccabg.com 
for complete listing 
Thousands of eggs are neces- 
sary to complete cloning proj- 
ects and few ethical guidelines 
exist governing how donors 
should be treated. 
The San Francisco-based 
Pacific Fertility Clinic, which 
had said it would help the stem 
cell hub collect eggs beginning 
in l.iiiii.u \. said yesterday that it 
has severed all ties with Hwang 
and has dropped all involve- 
ment with cloning research. 
Meanwhile, the nonprofit 
Childrens Neurobiological 
Solutions Foundation said it 
was putting on hold a grant 
application from the Korean- 
led stem cell hub. 
"These are very serious 
claims being made,'' said Shane 
Smith, science director of the 
Santa Barbara nonprofit that 
seeks treatments for childhood 
brain disorders. Smith declined 
to give the amount of the grant 
request but said it exceeded the 
small nonprofit's usual maxi- 
mum of $75,000. 
University of Pittsburgh clon- 
ing researcher Gerald Schattcn 
HWANG WOO-SUK 
CLONING RESEARCHER 
said on Saturday that he 
resigned from the stem cell hub 
and ended his 20-month col- 
laboration with Hwang because 
of the South Korean's "unethi- 
cal practices" in collecting eggs 
from a volunteer then mislead- 
ing Schatten about it. 
Schattcn released a state- 
ment on Saturday announcing 
his resignation from the stem 
cell hub and has declined fur- 
ther comment. 
Last year. Hwang's team 
at Seoul National University 
became the first to successfully 
clone a human embryo. Since 
then, though, rumors have 
swirled that some of the 242 
eggs used in the experiment 
were donated by subordinate 
scientists in Hwang's famed 
cloning lab. 
Scientists and ethicists said 
yesterday that collecting eggs 
from an employee is unethi- 
cal because of the potential for 
subordinates to feel coerced. 
Hwang has steadfastly denied 
those accusations and again 
defended his research yester- 
day in Seoul. 
"All research up until now 
has been conducted in strict 
observance of the govern- 
ment-set guidelines," Hwang 
said, according to South Korea's 
Yonhap news agency. He didn't 
elaborate, saying he would 
"divulge everything" at an 
appropriate time. 
Nonetheless, Scharten's accu- 
sation has cast a dark cloud over 
Hwang's work and is raising 
anew one of the thorniest ethi- 
cal dilemmas cloning research- 
ers face in collecting eggs for 
their work. 
Location of 
Saddam's trial 
still debated 
TRIAL. FROM PAGE 6 
Proceedings began Oct. 19 and 
are set to resume Nov. 28. If con- 
victed, they could be executed by 
hanging. 
One day after the trial began, 
a defense lawyer was abducted 
from his office by 10 masked 
gunmen and his body was found 
the next day. A second defense 
lawyer was shot dead and 
another wounded in an ambush 
in Baghdad last Tuesday. 
The attorneys who withdrew 
were among some 1,500 enlist- 
ed to defend Saddam, mostly 
researching legal precedents, 
preparing briefs and performing 
other tasks outside the court- 
room, said lordanian lawyer 
Ziad al-Khasawneh. who was 
once part of the defense team. 
|ohn Bolton, the U.S. ambas- 
sador to the United Nations, 
said abandoning the Iraqi High 
Tribunal would hand a victory 
to insurgents. 
The Tech Trends series is an 
exploration of the issues and trends in 
technology teaching and learning. 
The series is sponsored by the 
Information Technology Committee 
(ITC), the Office of the Executive Vice 
President and the Office of the Chief 
Information Officer. 
Laptops for 
Everyone? 
Possibilities and 
Challenges 
Thursday, November 17 
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Dr. Alfred Joyal, Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Northern Michigan University 
Greenbriar, Inc.     44s E. wooster 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Next Tech Trends-panel presentation: 
Distance learning: Trends, 
opportunities and current statistics 
February 9, 2006, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
BGSU 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Mall Gentry APPnolo 
UPSET CITY: Virginia Tech coach Seth Greenberg. left, appeals fo referee 
Ted Valentine, center, as Bowling Green junior Martin Samarco runs off 
the floor in Blacksburg, Va., Saturday. BG won the game 72-71. 
Hokies upset, 
so is Dakich 
BG defeats Va. Tech 
but falls in other two 
games over weekend 
By Ryan AutuHo 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
With Bve urn starters from last 
year, Dan Dakich likely expected 
Inconsistency from the BGSU 
Mini's loam during tin- liist week- 
end of the season. 
liui the ninth-yeai Falcons 
coach certainly didn't envision 
beating a team from the power- 
ftil A(!C while losing games lei 
opponents from the Southern 
Conference and Big South. Alter 
completing the NABC ('lassie in 
HlacksinirnAa. over the weekend, 
Dakich is still uncertainaboul his 
youthful squad. 
"A team that's ahle to beat 
Virginia lech on Saturday oughta 
come back and heat Radford the 
next day." Dakich said yesterday. 
I he Falcons' hi/arre62-61 will 
over the host I lokies was sand- 
wiched by a pair of losses to 
lesser-know ns Western Carolina 
(56-50) and Radford (81-63). l«i 
may he too young to fear \ nginia 
Tech and KM) inexperienced to 
beat much weaker teams. 
"I've been telling our team that 
we can play with anybody and 
we can get beat by anybody, it's 
that broad of a region for us right 
now," Dakich said. 
In Saturdays win, BG's lohn 
Floyd's live-fool jumper at the 
hii/yci bounced off VT's A.FJ. 
Vassallo and thioiigh ihe basket. 
Dakicb's initially ihoughlVassallo 
INCONSISTENT, PAGE 9 
Just ■nflme 
Reports say Jacobs will play tonight in 
BG's conference showdown with Miami 
FOOTBALL 
By Ryan AutuHo 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
When the BGSU football team visits 
Miami tonight, they will be looking 
to break a couple streaks. 
The Falcons haven't defeated the 
Red] lawks since 1997 — a span of 
six losses — and have yet to win 
in front of a national TV audience 
I his season. 
A mark that BG doesn't want to 
snap, though, is its perfect 3-0 record 
on the road in the Mid-American 
Conference this year. A win tonight 
would put the Falcons in great posi- 
tion to play in the MAC champion- 
ship entering the final week of the 
season. The game, which can be 
seen on ESPN2. begins at 7 p.m. BG 
quarterback (Intar lacobs is expect- 
ed to start after sitting out the last 
two games with a shoulder injury. 
"It would be nice to go in and 
win a big conference game like 
this on the road," BG coach Gregg 
Brandon said. "To lie a champion, 
you've got to play and win a game 
like this." 
BG and Miami are both atop 
the MAC East division with 4-2 
records. Ohio and Akron, which 
are tied for second in the Fast, will 
play at 7:30 tonight. 
There are many variables in the 
MAC East title race, but the Falcons 
control their own destiny. BG can 
solidify a spot in the Dec. 1 title 
game with wins over Miami and 
Toledo iNov. 22). 
"Right now. we are playing for 
each other and we are playing for 
a     championship." 
said senior linebacker 
Teddy  Piepkow.  "We 
are piaying for the guys 
that were here before us. 
For the last four years, we 
have been successful and 
we do not wa nt to be t he class 
to drop that tradition." 
BG (5-4 overall) will receive 
a monumental boost if lacobs 
returns to action after sustaining 
a separated shoulder three weeks 
ago in a loss to Western Michigan. 
The Sun-Sentinel  near  lacobs' 
hometown of Defray Beach. Fla.. 
as well as several sources close 
to the team report that lacobs 
will start tonight. The Falcons 
have struggled offensively in 
the near three games with- 
out lacobs, the reigning MAC 
Offensive Player of the Year. 
"We   fully  expect   Omar 
lacobs to play," Miami coach 
Shane Montgomery said. "He 
didn't play in their last game, 
but  he'll  have  nine  more 
days to recover since then. 
Knowing the competitor 
he is and what he means 
to that team, we fully 
expect to see him out 
there Tuesday night." 
The   Redl lawks 
(6-3 overall) win- 
ners    of   four 
straight,   will 
cause plenty 
MIAMI. PAGE 9 
VOLLEYBALL 
BG hosts final home game 
Falcons will play Kent 
State in first round of 
MAC tournamenl 
By Jason A Diion 
REP0RKR 
Ihe Bowlingt iieen vollcyliall lean i 
was comfortable with dieir perfor- 
mance in last weekends match 
against Kent State, which resulted 
in a.MI sweep. 
But complacency is mil when 
the \o. 7 seeded Falcons host the 
No, 1(1 seeded Golden Hashes 
at Anderson Arena in ihe nptii- 
ing-IQlind of the \1id-\merican 
Conference Tournament tonight 
at 7, 
\\r playd a real) good match 
against Kent State, but at ihe same 
time we know we can play bet- 
ter." said senior Ashlei \o!/ing<T. 
who will lie playing her final home 
game along with fellow senior 
Emily Manser. 
"KentState'sgoingiobcpum|ie(l 
lor the match, and we have to 
come out and match that energy," 
she continued. "Playing at home 
will be a big advantage lor us, but 
we still have to come oui and play 
hard to get the win." 
BG (17-13, 8-8) and Kent Stale 
(9-19, 4-12) split their two legUtai 
season meetings with the Golden 
Flashes taking the first meeting in 
four sets Oct. 29. The Falcons eas- 
ily defeated Kent Slate on Friday, 
while hining a 279 for the match 
in the win. 
Falcons coach DeniseVan Da 
Wallc said she figured this rematch 
wonkl lx' kximing for a lew weeks, 
but overall, she is excited about the 
match Ixing in Anderson Arena 
"Right DOW, at this point we're 
just really happy to be at home." 
she said "(icttingachancc to host, 
that was one of our goals. It's a great 
MikeM*t2|« BGNe.1 
DIGGIN THROUGH THE MAC: Chelsey Meek and the Falcons will begin 
MAC tournament play tonight against Kent Stale at Anderson Arena 
opportunity ... Everybody wants 
that home-coun advantage." 
"I just look at playing at home as 
a reward for what you've accom- 
plished during the season," she 
continued. "We don't want to 
make too much of it, because it's 
liisi another match for US, and 
we're thankful it's home." 
lYior to the start of yesterday's 
practice, Van l)e Wallc gathered 
her team in a huddle and simply 
told them. "1 do not want this to be 
our last practice. I want to be in the 
gym on Wednesday." 
The 23-year coach was hoping 
the memo serves as motivation 
for BG. 
"This team has worked hard all 
season," Van IX' Walk; said, "like 
any other team, we've had our ups 
and downs, but hopefully |tonight| 
is when we put it all together." 
A year ago, the Falcons advanced 
to the quarterfinals of the MAC 
Tournament for the first time in 
two years. 
Setter (Tirissy Gothke. who was 
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 10 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Roflow leads, Falcons dorft follow 
Sophomore caps off 
brilliant season with 
solid run at regionals 
By Jessica Arneling 
REPORTER 
While a 22nd place team fin- 
ish at the Great Lakes Regional 
wasn't exactly the way the 
women's cross country team 
wanted to finish their season, 
lamie Roflow's 28th place indi- 
vidual effort Saturday was a 
solid finish to an exceptional 
sophomore campaign. 
"This is the toughes' cross 
country region in the coun- 
try — six teams qualified |for 
n.ii ionalsl, so for her to place so 
well in a meet of this caliber is 
outstanding," BG coach Cami 
Wells said. 
Michigan and Notre Dame 
repeated their one-two team 
finishes from last year, while 
Wisconsin placed third. Toledo 
was the top Mid-American 
Conference team, placing 13th. 
Roflow, who ran the 6K in 
22:08, missed all-region honors 
by just three places and missed 
qualifying for the NCAA meet 
by eight places. She improved 
49 places from last year's 
regional race and led her team 
at every meet this season. 
"The course was challeng- 
ing because it was extremely 
billy, and it was an extra 1,000 
meters than we usually race," 
Roflow said of the course at 
Bloomington, Ind. "It took a lot 
out of us, but it was a great feel- 
ing to finish" 
Roflow's classmate, 
Stephanie Ihllman, improved 
greatly from her freshman year 
as well. After finishing 132nd 
last year, she placed 88th in a 
"We aren 't going to 
let the things that 
kept us from being 
where we wanted 
the last two meets 
overshadow the 
good things that 
happened and all 
the hard work this 
team has put in 
this fall" 
CAMI WELLS. COACH 
dme'cf 23:16. 
I lillinan said this meet was 
an improvement from the 
team's 10th place finish at the 
MAC Championships two 
weeks ago. 
"We were a lot more into the 
race physically and mentally, 
and most importantly we all 
got out faster this race," she 
said. "We still didn't perform 
to our absolute potential, but 
we did the best we could at the 
time." 
While Roflow and 1 lillinan 
were expected to have big 
seasons for the Falcons this 
year, the team got a pleasant 
surprise from freshman Kara 
Butler who came on strong at 
the end of the season. Butler 
was the third Falcon to cross 
the finish line Saturday, end- 
ing her season with a time of 
23:51 (125th place). 
"I thought [Butlerl ran a very 
gcxKl race: she was aggressive 
and worked hard," Wells said. 
"I know she is starting to get 
tired at this point in the sea- 
son, which is not uncommon 
for freshmen, but she didn't let 
that slow her down at all." 
Ms. Consistency, team cap- 
tain Kim Settle, was the No. 4 
runner for the Falcons at this 
meet, just as she was the entire 
season. Settle, a junior, finished 
in 23:55 for 130th place. 
Andrea Pollack, junior, 
rounded out the top five for the 
Falcons, placing 147th in 24:07. 
Pollack, who had been placing 
consistently in the top three for 
the Falcons, had to take a week 
off running before the MAC 
meet due to an illness, which 
set her training back. 
"She had a great season up to 
that point and it is a very hard 
thingtoaccept, but she will and 
she will get back up there and 
lie stronger for it in the future," 
Wells said. 
Senior Caroline Kipchaba 
and freshman Colleen Moran 
also competed Saturday, run- 
ning times of 24:19 and 25:22, 
respectively. 
"The team accomplished 
a lot of great things and had 
some fine meets," Wells said 
of the season. "We aren't going 
to let the things that kept us 
from being where we wanted 
the last two meets overshadow 
the good things that happened 
and all the hard work this team 
has put in this fall." 
With the 2005 cross coun- 
try season now in the history 
books, the Falcons will turn 
their attention toward the 
indoor track season. And with 
a young group of runners, the 
team has high hopes for next 
year's cross country season. 
"I am glad that the top five 
will all be returning next year," 
Pollack said. "Great things are 
sure to come our way." 
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NONE BIGGER: OSU coach Jim Tressel doesn't feel the need to motivate the Buckeyes this week as they 
prepare for a rivalry game at Michigan. OSU can earn a Big Ten title with a win over the Wolverines. 
No inspiring needed 
Much at stake when 
Bucks travel to Ann 
Arbor on Saturday 
By Rusty MiHer 
IHt ASSOCIATE D PRESS 
COLUMBUS, Ohio — So huge is 
No. 9 Ohio State's game Saturday 
at I'/ih i.mkril Michigan thai 
Buckeyes coach lim Tressel says 
he doesn't have to do much to 
inspire his players. 
"This is one of those games 
that I don't know that you have 
to worry about getting anyone's 
attention," Tressel said yester- 
day. 
But Tressel the Micromanager 
couldn't help himself. He still 
papered the walls of the locker 
room with motivational signs, 
just in case his players forgot 
who they're playing. 
"We walked in yesterday and 
there are signs up all over in the 
locker room about the rivalry 
game and what it means and 
the tradition about it," defensive 
end Mike Kudla said. "It puts it 
front and center. You can't look 
past this one." 
Born and raised in Ohio in 
a family whose patriarch, Lee 
Tressel, was a well-known foot- 
ball coach at Baldwin-Wallace, 
Tressel was steeped in the 
traditions of the Ohio State- 
Michigan game at an early age. 
He has spent most of his adult 
life in Ohio, including a stint as 
an Ohio State assistant under 
Earle Bruce, before taking over 
as head coach of the Buckeyes 
five years ago. 
Many players from the two 
schools go on to NFL careers, 
but Tressel has seen what the 
red-letter events are of their col- 
legiate days. 
"I know in 2003 we 
started thinking, 
man, if we just win 
out we can get back 
into the national 
championship 
and we kind of 
overlooked the 
biggest game of the 
year, which was the 
Michigan game." 
ROB SIMS, OSU LINEMAN 
"When guys come back for 
reunions, they talk about the 
guy that made the big play in 
the Ohio State-Michigan game," 
Tressel said. "That's just the leg- 
acy that's left and I'm sure the 
same thing goes up there when 
people come back and talk 
about the great pride they have 
in their program." 
Ohio State (8-2, 6-1 Big Ten) 
has won five in a row since fall- 
ing to 3-2 overall and 1-1 in the 
Big Ten with a 17-10 loss at Penn 
State on Oct. 8. Michigan (7-3, 
5-2) was a .500 team before win- 
ning its last four games, includ- 
ing handing the Nittany Lions 
their only loss, 27-25, on Oct. 15. 
The Buckeyes can do no worse 
than a share of the Big Ten tide if 
they win. Should Michigan win 
and Penn State lose at Michigan 
State, the Wolverines would grab 
a piece of a three-way tie for the 
title with Ohio State and Penn 
State. 
Tressel said there's no chance 
the Buckeyes — who have won 
their last five games by an aver- 
age score of 42-15 — are think- 
ing about championship rings, 
bowl bids and warm climates 
instead of their chief rivals. 
"Really, those first 10 (games) 
don't mean much and they know 
that," Tressel said. "It's whal you 
do up there on Saturday that 
makes the difference." 
Yet Ohio State offensive guard 
Hob Sims said recently that the 
Buckeyes actually overlooked 
Michigan the last time the game 
was played in Ann Arbor, Mich. 
"I know in 2003 we started 
thinking, man, if we just win 
out we can get back into the 
national championship and we 
kind of overlooked the biggest 
game of the year, which was the 
Michigan game," Sims said. The 
Buckeyes, who lost that game 
35-21, had won the national tide 
a year earlier. 
Asked how it was possible 
to overlook Michigan, he said, 
"Michigan was having a down 
year and we were like we were 
going in to take care of business 
and get into another national 
championship." 
Yesterday, Ohio State's players 
laughed at the thought that they 
could ever look past Michigan. 
"This is it. What else do you 
have left?" Kudla asked. "It's a 
month before your next game in 
the bowl and... our season rides 
on this. We need to get a share 
of that Big Ten title or that's it. 
It kind of means everything for 
us." 
Tressel said most Ohio State 
players are remembered for 
what they do against Michigan. 
"Coach Bruce reminds us 
often ... that your legacy is the 
Ohio State-Michigan game," he 
said. "That's our culture. That's 
why it's exciting to play in it, 
because it's important." 
Newcomers lead Falcons 
INCONSISTENT. FROM PAGE 8 
had goaltended, but after seeing 
a photo the next day in a Virginia 
newspaper, it was clear Vassallo 
had inadvertendy tapped it in. In 
fear the call would be reversed, 
Dakich and the Falcons sprinted 
off the court, not even stopping 
to celebrate. 
"When you're a IMid- 
American Conference] team 
playing an ACC team, they aren't 
going to let you off the court too 
easy," Dakich said. 
Making the win even more 
stunning is Virginia Tech returns 
four starters from last year's 
team that went 16-14 over- 
all and 8-8 in the very difficult 
ACC The 2004-05 Hokies also 
defeated national power Duke 
and won a game in the National 
Invitational Tournament. 
"It was an interesting week- 
end," Dakich said. "The amount 
of minutes we got guys was 
good. I iliink that beating an 
ACC team on an ACC home 
court is always good." 
Junior College transfer Martin 
Samarco led BG with 21 points 
over VT. including 6-of-6 shoot- 
ing from the free-throw line. 
Samarco, an Ail-American at 
Schoolcraft JC, averaged 16.7 
points for the tournament and 
grabbed five rebounds per con- 
test. 
"I think by the end of this, 
Martin will have a better under- 
standing that if he's going to 
take 18 shots, he'll make 12 of 
them because they'll be better 
shots," Dakich said. "He got us 
off to a really good start against 
Virginia Tech. It was a really good 
improvement because he did 
not against Western Carolina. 
Samarco will likely be the 
Falcon's main scoring threat 
until Steve Wright returns from 
a foot injury at the end of the 
month. Wright was to visit a 
doctor yesterday with the pos- 
sibility of no longer needing to 
wear a boot, Dakich said. 
BG freshman Erik Marschall 
had a brilliant start to his college 
career, averaging 10.3 points 
and 5.7 rebounds in 29 minutes 
per game. The 6-fool-7 forward 
from New London, Ohio, was 
one of four freshman to receive 
playing time along with Darryl 
Clements, Nick Wilson and 
Brian Guerin. 
Marschall shot 13-for-24 
from the field, and against 
Virginia Tech he connected on 
his only 3-point attempt, which 
Dakich said was clearly beyond 
NBA range. 
"I told him after the game 
there were no forwards in this 
whole weekend that could do 
that." Dakich said. "He com- 
peted, he battled, he showed 
a lot of inexperience and he 
showed a lot of experience. I 
was, for the most part, pretty 
happy with Erik." 
Dakich said freshman Lionel 
Sullivan, a 6-6 forward from 
Detroit, has been ruled ineligi- 
bleby the NCAA, though Dakich 
plans to contest the decision so 
Sullivan can still practice with 
the team. Another freshman 
forward, Dusan Radivojevic, is 
recovering from a fracture in 
his lower leg. 
Falcons will face prolific offense 
MIAMI, FROM PAGE 8 
of problems for an inconsistent 
BG defense, losh Betts' 2,627 
yards passing and 23 touch- 
downs are most in the MAC 
and in receivers Martin Nance 
and Ryne Robinson. Betts has 
two of the best pass-catchers in 
the conference. 
Miami's passing attack, 
though, may not be the biggest 
concern for the Falcons, who 
have allowed a 100-yard rush- 
er in all four losses. Brandon 
Murphy, who has rushed for 
1,039 yards, will certainly be 
an obstacle for the B(i defen- 
sive front. 
"I thinkthey'redoingagood 
job of using Murphy," Brandon 
said. "I've seen him emerge. 
And they're doing a good job 
of getting the ball to Nance 
and to Robinson. They have a 
nice scheme." 
At the same time. Brandon 
has simplified the offense 
for freshman quarterback 
Anthony Turner, who has relied 
more on scrambling than pass- 
ing. If lacobs does indeed play, 
the Rcdllawks will face a far 
more complex scheme than the 
Falcons have recently shown. 
"For us, we're playing Bowling 
Green, which is tied with us 
for first in the division, and we 
need to come out ready to play 
no matter who's on the field for 
them," Montgomery said. 
When BG and Miami 
last played Dec. 4, 2003, the 
Rcdllawks left Doyt Perry 
Stadium with a 49-27 win in 
the MAC championship. 
Miami can indirectly end 
BG's title hopes once again. 
A-Rod ousts Papi for MVP 
NY's Rodriguez 
wins second MVP 
award in three years 
By Ronald Biym 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — Alex Rodriguez 
showed slick fielding counts, 
winning his second American 
League Most Valuable Player 
award in three seasons by 
defeating David Ortiz in a vote 
that rewarded an all-around 
player over a designated hitter. 
Rodriguez, in his second sea- 
son as the New York Yankees' 
third baseman, received 16 
first-place votes, 11 seconds 
and one third for 331 points 
from  the  Baseball  Writers' 
Association of America in ballot- 
ing announced yesterday. 
Ortiz, the DH for the Boston Red 
Sox, got 11 firsts and 17 seconds 
for 307 points. Los Angeles Angels 
outfielder Vladimir Guerrero 
received the other first-place vote 
and was diird with 196 points. 
"I think defense, for the most 
part, being a balanced player and 
also saving a lot of runs on the 
defensive side, I think was a major 
factor here," Rodriguez said. "To 
me, defense is foremost. It's always 
been. The White Sox showed us 
this year pitching and defense 
wins to tliis day." 
Voting was done before the 
start of the postseason, when 
both the Yankees and Red Sox 
were eliminated in the first 
round. Rodriguez hit .133 with 
no RBIs in a five-game loss to the 
Angels while Ortiz batted .333 
with a home run as the defend- 
ing champion Red Sox were 
swept by the Chicago White Sox. 
"I would certainly trade his 
MVP, PAGE 10 
2 FREE GYROS! 
Buy 1 Gyro At S5.99 & Get 2 FREE! 
wlhvdcocom • 4193528639 Exp 122005 
UPPER  LEVEL  HOUSING 
Studio Apartments Available 
for Fall & Spring S«me»tor$, or Emir* Year 
• Low as $425 per month 
ncludes all utilities 
Fully furnished 
Stove, refrig, microwave. 25" TV 
laundry facilities 
close to campus 
full cable- $207mo. 
i Individual heat/AC 
1
 outdoor pool 
1
 plenty of parking 
1740 E. Wooster (behind Fdckere) 
Bowling Green, OH 
419-352-1520 
10 Tuesday. November 15.2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Van De Walle 
hoping season 
will continue 
VOLLEYBALL,FROM PAGE 8 
recently named MAC Fast Division 
Haver of the Week and leads the 
team with 9.HH assists pel game, 
said the team wants to continue to 
build off that success. 
"\* have a winning tradition 
here and we really want to keep 
that going." she said. "This is a 
young team, but we want to use 
last season as a stepping-stone 
and continue going from there." 
Van IX'Willc was quick to point 
out the decided advantage Re- 
gained from the crowd in their last 
match with the Golden Hashes. 
She is hoping to see the same 
outcome this lime amund. 
"The women's basketball was 
really supportiveof as all last week- 
end, and I just want to personally 
thank all the teams ... that came 
out to cheer for us." she said. "We 
just want to encourage the student 
body to come out and see us play, 
because this is a huge match and 
their last chance of 2005." 
A-Rod would 
rather have 
WS than MVP 
MVP, FROM PAGE 9 
Wbrid Series championship for 
this MVP trophy," Rodriguez 
said thinking back to Boston's 
2004 title. "That's the only rea- 
son I play baseball. It's what I'm 
consumed to do right now." 
Rodriguez hit .321 with an 
Al.-high 4B homers, 130 RBIs 
and 21 steals, breaking loc 
DiMaggiosH8-year-oldYankees 
record for home tun by a right- 
handed hitter (46), A-Rod also 
won the award in 2003. his final 
season as the Texas Rangers' 
shortstop before he was dealt 
to the Yankees. 
He didn't think the award 
would end criticism that he 
doesn't perform in the clutch 
or isn't a winner. 
"We can win three W'orid 
Series, with me, it's never going 
to be over. I think my bench- 
mark is so high that no matter 
what 1 do it's never going to be 
enough." 
Help Wanted 
Yoko Japanese Restaurant 
Fine Japanese cuisine & 
sushi bar now hiring motivated wait 
staff and host/hostess. 
Also hiring cooks part-time and 
full-time will train. 
Apply 465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee 
For Sale 
For Rent 
The BG News 
k.'liMsified Ads • 372-6977 
•rrnl. rrii|a«. lulnmal nifm. iMiulon- 
HUIHIUV. .urn. •> imn ,- M th< t*«. 
Help Wanted 
"Avail Now & 1st of yr 1, 2, 4 & 6 
bedrm apts/houses. great prices + 
rooms low as $199.00 mo. 
All next to campus. 
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
"Houses i g & Sm Avail, an nexl *o 
campus, 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple studs, 
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWED) Call 
419-353-0325 9am-9pm/ Listings 
avail 24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3. 
i bdrm  apt   across from campus 
avail. Jan. 1, 06. S350/mo. plus util. 
Call 419-787-7577. 
Travel 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 
5 Days From $299* Includes Meals. 
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Events. Beach Parlies With Celebri- 
ties As Seen On Real World. Road 
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed' 
promocode: 32 
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com 
1 -800-678-6386 
CANCUN. ACAPULCO, JAMAICA 
From S4991 Travol With America's 
Largest & Ethics Award Winning 
Spring Break Company' Fly Sched- 
uled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks. 
Biggest Celebrity Parties' On-Cam- 
pus Marketing Reps Needed1 
promocode. 32 
www SprmgBreakTravel.com 
1 -800-678-6386 
The Enclave Apartments 
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext  174. 
Center Substitute 
WSOS Community Action Commis- 
sion, a community based organiza- 
tion focused on the human service 
needs of the disadvantaged. is 
seeking a qualified individual 
responsible for assisting in the 
operation of Early Childhood pro- 
grams for Wood County. Required 
High School Diploma or GED and 
Pnor experience working with young 
children. The position is on-call, 
S7.50/hr  Send resumes by 
November 28 to WSOS CAC, Attn: 
HR-CS/WC/SG, P O Box 590. 
Fremont. Ohio 43420   Affirmative 
Action Employer-M/F/Vet/Disab. 
Get Paid To Dnve a Brand New Car! 
Now paying drivers S800-S32O0 a 
month. Pick up your free car key 
today, www freecarkey.com 
Get paid to think 
Make S75 taking on line surveys, 
www moneyauthor com 
Help Wanted. Now hiring daytime 
bartenders, servers, & cooks. Apply 
at Frickers, BG 1720 E Wooster 
anytime b/t the hrs of 2 & 4 M-F 
International Health Firm needs 
distributors 6 Figure tmcome 
potential Call for info. 419-409-0055. 
2 BR wing ♦ bath avail in spacious 
4 BR house, campus 1 block. 
Remod. kitchen, Ig. Irving area, 
storage, driveway parking, W/D 
S300/BR/mo » Util. (Negotiable) 
Caitlin (440) 336-6562. 
812 3rd St. Close to BGSU, 
newly painted. 3 BR. 1 Bath. 
privacy tenced in bk. yard, 
$840/ mo +dep. you pay util. 
Call Mary 419-474-7775 
Efficiency apt. for sublet S290/mo. 
202 N. Grove, apt. B. Older home 
in historic area. 419-352-5620. 
Female Roomate Needed. Lease 
starts in Jan-May. Close to campus. 
Call (330) 268-3691 for details. 
Gas heat paid, new carpet, close to 
campus, 2 BR unfurnished. $600/ 
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110. 
Houses Close to Campus 
Available May or August 2006 
Call 419-787-7577 
Houses/Apts. for 06-07 school year 
Highland Management. 
12 month lease only. 
419-354-6036 130 E Washington St 
Office Open 9-3 M-F 
www. bg h ighlandrngmlcom 
Graduate Students 
Quiet Tenants Preferred 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
•Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
■Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
 FREE HEAT  
N 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
: 
wain >Q<J»"I 
anunuiNii 
DBHS 
419-353-7715 ts> 
November 14th to ihe 18th is Awareness Week! 
H*HW-F*- hWi»*y 
Tuesday Factoid: 
Habitat Houses are sold at no profit with an 
interest-free mortgage to needy families. 
www.habitat.org 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by bookstore 
Complete personal LP record 
collection 100's lo choose from & all 
very good quality. Make the music 
lover In your lite happy. A vintage 
siel DK80 analog snyth. Get that 
phal analog sound you've been 
craving S200 OBO 
Contact Michael 419-575-5371 
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1 Garment in Superman's 
wardrobe 
2 Lena or Ken 
3 Wagers 
4 Skied downhill with 
gusto 
5 Horse-drawn vehicles 
6 Subsurface shocker 
7 Moist 
6 Avarice 
9 Beg 
10 More suspenseful 
11 Texas lupine 41 
12 "Nine Heavens" poet    44 
Khosrow 45 
13 Decays 48 
18 Miami hoopsters 50 
22 Open, as toothpaste 
24 Seed coverings 52 
26 Aide 54 
27 Type o( booster rocket 55 
ACROSS 
1 Male swans 
5 Marsh grass 
10 Skiers' transportation 
14 One Baldwin brother 
15 Gain knowledge 
16 Sailor's saint 
17 Tropical sun protector 
19 Night over the Seine 
20 Followed 
21 Scanners 
23 Epic tale 
25 Star m Cygnus 
26 Jokers 
30 This clue, positionally 
33 Monster of myth 
34 Afternoon snooze 
36 Snare 
37 Provides with a meal 
39 QB Dawson 
40 Santa Maria companion 
42 Compass pt. 
43 Vast 
28 Elite soldier 
29 Appears 
31 Bristles 
32 Ken the prosecutor 
35 Cuts short 
38 Reconnoiter 
Bank payment 
All-inclusive 
Without mistakes 
Male ducks 
Third baseman 
Rodriguez 
Bulk of the body 
Bloke 
Last breath 
Subject or object 
word 
Beech or baobab 
Assist a con man 
Instrument for 
Orpheus 
Pale 
46 Close at hand 
47 Not by design 
49 Splash of liquid 
51 Main force 
53 Withered 
54 Making 
57 Of a mam artery 
61 Listen! 
62 Famed Hollywood eatery 
64 Toward shelter 
65 Customary 
66 Prophet 
67 Favorites 
68 Boxer Liston 
69 Pierre's noodle 
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Telephone- 4,9-372-2851 
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu   bookstOfG I 3 
Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu YSHHUnTSfslf^oS^fofe    I saturday-sunday 
.   ^™ Noon-5:30pm 
Friday 
9:O0am-5:30pm 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Available next school year 2 -3 bdrm 
duplexes 1 -3 bdrm Ig apt  1 -2 bdrm 
upper apt partially furnished. 
Available May 15. 419-352-4773 or 
419-265-1061 
Houses/Apts for 06-07 school year 
12 month leases only 
S.Smith Contracting LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office Open 9 -3 M - F 
Quiet tenants preferred 
Low Monthly Rentals 
S375 monthly included utilities, 
phone, cable, and furniture. 
No Contract 
Please Call 419-352-5211. 
Room in Victorian home. 427 N. 
Main St. Hardwood floors, private 
entrance,* Util inc 386-405-3318 
Subleaser(s) wanted Dec/ Jan- 
May 13. House REALLY close to 
campus. $312/ mo. 
OBO + util. W/D, 
Contact Ashley 330-321-1405 
Two subleasers needed! 
Roomy two-bedroom apt 3235/per- 
son/month lor two people • utilities. 
Lease runs Jan.-Aug.2006. Just a 
10 min.walk from campus, and off 
campus shuttle stop near-by. 
Contact Libby (419) 49H-3823 
Place Your 
Classified Ad Online! 
find ajob 
sell your stuff 
apartment search 
city events 
senior farewells 
campus events 
spring break travel 
services offered 
lost & found 
wanted 
personals 
www.bgnews.com 
Today's lecture: Massive savings. 
Check out the latest Apple products 
at your Apple Authorized Campus Store. 
For more information visit 
BGSU University Bookslore 
www applewestohio.com 
t Ai*l*>il!«d C«>npui Sl««« 
Gel ihe chance to win an iPod 
at Ine BGSU/ToleOo Foolhail game! 
Look tor us wilh 92.5 KISS FM. 
We will also he in ihe Union 
Dec. 5 from 11 JOam - 2 00pm. 
'fry ■ //u\if//'/// 
Baked Chicken 
6T Mashed PiHaliics, Gravy, Coleslaw, 
Vcgerahle and Qimhread Sniffing. 
* From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦ 
Smoking ff Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
www.meccabg.com 
LOG ON TODAY 
View our 2006/07 availability 
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork 
and other info to make your search easier. 
A NOW RENTING 
Stop by our office for listings 
1045 N. Main Suite 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
419-353-5800 
info@mec.cabg com • www meccabg com 
Apple I E: 
